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16ago07          4328.83465
30jun08            54648.94135
2nov08             54772.60997
16jun09            54999.94398
13sep09            55088.85411

3C 454.3 is part of the sample we derived matching the WMAP
catalogs with the 3EGcat and the 0FGL list. As  WMAP J2254+1608,
this blazar is a bright millimeter source (F94 GHz = 7.2 ± 0.4 Jy),
flagged as variable by WMAP and with flaring activity recently
reported in the mm, with fluxes above 10 Jy (ATELs 2223, 2150).
The WMAP source coincides with 3EG J2254+1601, also 0FGL
J2254.0+1609, with the WMAP and Fermi best positions almost
identical, and coincident with 3C 454.3 (z=0.859), the undisputed
counterpart based on the multiwavelength correlated activity.

We started observing 3C 454.3 in August 2007, ten months before
the Fermi launch, using the Cananea Near Infrared Camera
(CANICA) on the 2.1m telescope of the Observatorio Astrofísico
Guillermo Haro, in Cananea, Sonora. Its flux in the H band was ~10
mJy. By April 2008 it had increased more than a factor of 3, on time
for a bright early Fermi detection, shown in the common H and 1-300
GeV light curves. A good correlation between the IR and γ data is
clearly seen, with a joint decrease during towards early 2009 and a
renewed phase of increased activity in the second half of this year.

Two line abstract
Near infrared JHKs observations of 3C 454.3 covering more than 20 epochs in two years correlate well with Fermi fluxes
with no evidence of delay in the NIR/γ emission. In complement we have optical spectra in the 4000-7000 A band.

02nov2008 = epoch 4772.610. Medium state16 aug 2007 = epoch 4328.835 - Low state 16 jun2009 = epoch 4999.944 - Low state
30 jun 2008 = epoch 4648.941 - High state

OAGH-CANICA JHKs fluxes of 3C 454.3. Red dotted line
indicates 2MASS fluxes of epoch (JD-2450000)=1087.787

OAGH-CANICA JHKs fluxes of 3C 454.3 compared to
normalized Fermi 1-300 GeV fluxes (red).

Relativistic shocks

Near infrared photons are good for Inverse Compton
scattering:

- their number density is higher

- their pitch angle relative to the jet favors the ICS
interaction

Simultaneous NIR/γ data favors scenario 2

Scenario 1: increased γ-ray emission is caused by a
large and irregular enhancement  in accretion (blobs)
producing a stronger jet, with matter been ejected at
different speeds favoring shocks
⇒ disc luminosity increases much before (t≈R/vR) the
jet increases in power and shock activity. γ-ray flare
comes several days after a NIR flare.

Scenario 2: increased γ-ray emission is caused by an
enhancement in accretion favoring an increase in NIR
seed photons and more IC scatterings
⇒ γ-ray emission increases simultaneously and in very
good correlation with NIR activity.
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